Abstract. Let k be a field and let A be a ¿-algebra with additional structure so that Spec A is a finite commutative group scheme over k, (so A is a Hopf algebra). Let H'{A, k) be the Hochschildcohomologyring.
tional structure so that Spec A is a finite commutative group scheme over k, (so A is a Hopf algebra). Let H'{A, k) be the Hochschildcohomologyring.
In another paper, we demonstrated that if k is a perfect field : (a) H' {A, k) is generated by H1 and H^. 1. H'(A, k) for k a field of characteristic p¿¿2. Recall briefly the definition of a finite group scheme. Let A be a ¿-algebra, A finitely generated as a ¿-module (¿ is always a field in this paper). We have maps A:A->A ®A, s:A->A, e:A-*k satisfying the usual axioms, [2] -fiVi x) for all x, y in A.
In [2 ] the following theorem is proved. and Vi of H%ym so that H (A, k) is generated by Vi, Vt, Fs with additional relationsfUf = Ofor allf in Vi. Proposition 1. Let Spec A be a finite group scheme over afield k; let K be an extension field ofk. Let Ar =A ®kK as above.
Then there is a natural isomorphism
Proof. This is just another form of the universal coefficient theorem. 11 is proven by noting that if C. 
